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WHO ARE WE? 
RNID is the charity that’s connecting people to create a 

fully inclusive society. 

• Campaign 

• Research 

• Community 
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2020 
12 

million 

How common is hearing loss? 



Northern Ireland 

1 in 5 of the population 

living with hearing loss. 

• 20,000 severely/profoundly 

deaf 

• 72,000 people with hearing 

aids 

• 275,975 people with tinnitus 

• 7,000 tinnitus severely 
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We use the following 

terms: 

 

• deaf people 

 

• hard of hearing people 

 

• deafened people 

 

• deafblind people 

 

• the Deaf community 
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Describing deafness 
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Someone you know 

Not just a condition of age 
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Impact of Hearing Loss and 
Tinnitus 
 
 



• Significant negative effects 

upon family relationships – 

affecting communication. 

 

• Difficulties in day-to-day life 

– challenges in commonly-

visited environments (A 

doctor’s surgery or hospital) 

(Shield, 2006). 

 

• Significant personal and 

social costs – leading to 

social isolation and 

consequent mental ill health – 

doubles the risk of depression 

in older people. 

Impact 
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Dinner Table Syndrome 

The feeling of being perpetually left 

out of conversation when you are 

deaf, have hearing loss or tinnitus.  

This can lead to feelings of isolation 

and loneliness.  

Often people experiencing this issue 

choose to disengage.  
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Impact of hearing loss & dementia 

There is strong evidence that people with 

severe hearing loss are five times more likely 

to develop dementia.  

 

Shockingly, even mild hearing loss can double 

the risk.  

 

The two conditions may have a huge impact 

on each other. 

 

Over 60% of adults living with dementia will 

also have hearing loss. 
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Hearing Loss & Falls 

Research indicates that people with a 25-decibel hearing 

loss, classified as mild, were nearly three times more likely 

to have a history of falling. Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine and the Bloomberg School of Public Health 
 
People who can't hear well might not have good awareness 

of their overall environment, making tripping and falling 

more likely. 
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Hearing Loss in the Workplace  
• 12 in every 100 employees have a hearing loss. 

 

• More than half have put off telling their employer about their hearing loss. 

 

• 7 in 10 said colleagues have not communicated effectively with them. 

 

• 60% had retired early and of those people 56% said that this was related to 

their hearing loss. 
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‘Going into a shop is just 

horrendous at the 

minute, especially if staff 

have a screen and a 

mask at the same time. 

I’ve struggled and I’ve 

been shouted at. It’s very 

stressful and 

humiliating.’ 

‘I believe deaf people 

have been forgotten in 

this pandemic; I am very 

anxious about going out 

and try if possible to get 

others to go for me.’ 

‘A lot of the time it’s pure 

guesswork; if someone is 

wearing a mask behind a 

screen and there’s 

background noise I have 

absolutely no mission of 

hearing what they’re saying. 

It makes me feel very 

vulnerable.’ 

How deaf people are feeling 
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Different ways of 
communicating 

Deaf people and those with hearing 

loss communicate in a number of 

ways. 

Each person is different and 

will prefer different 

communication methods. 

• Sign Language (BSL or ISL). May 

require an interpreter in the 

workplace – face to face or video 

remote interpreting 

• Note taker 

• Lip-reading 

• Text Relay (Relay UK app) 
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Communication Tips for the 
general public 
 
 

 Remember that people who are deaf or have 

hearing loss have individual communication needs 

and you should ask someone how you can best 

communicate with them.  

 

 Be patient and considerate; it is a stressful time for 

us all, but people with deafness and hearing loss 

who rely on facial expressions and lip-reading are 

finding things especially difficult right now. 
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Useful tools: 
 

• There are live speech to text apps available, though 

with varying levels of accuracy depending on 

background noise and speed of conversation e.g.  Live 

Transcribe, Ava, TextHear, Otter. 

 

• Assistive Devices: Personal listeners, loop systems etc. 

 

• Video Remote Interpreting – Airports, council facilities 

and health settings. E.g. Edinburgh and Heathrow 

Airport 
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Communicating with deaf 
people 



FACE MASK 
EXEMPTIONS 

The government has 
produced exemption cards 
which people can use to: 

• Inform others that they are 
exempt from wearing a face 
covering 

• Ask others to remove their 
face covering so they can 
lipread 
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These cards are optional and 
are not required as proof 
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Who is exempt? 

For some people who are deaf or 
have a hearing loss, wearing a face 
covering can interfere with their 
hearing aids or cochlear implant.  

 

For this reason they need to be 

exempt from wearing a face covering. 

• Many people who are deaf or have a hearing 

loss rely on lipreading 

• They may ask somebody else to temporarily 

lower their face covering while maintaining 

social distancing to communicate with them 
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• Sunflower and hidden disability lanyard available in 

some supermarkets and public spaces such as railway 

stations and airports to indicate a hidden disability. 

Deaf-Friendly Face coverings: 
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Information 

Campaigning 

Hearing Aid 
User Support 

Service 

Care & 
Community 

Fundraising 

Access 
Solutions 

Employment 

Workable 

Deaf 
Befriending 

Tinnitus 

Volunteering 

Northern Ireland 



WORRIED  
ABOUT  

YOUR HEARING? 

0844 800 
3838 
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Telephone  028 9023 9619 

Mobile  07587130502 

Email   information.nireland@rnid.org.uk 

Write to  RNID 

  Harvester House, 4-8 Adelaide Street 

  Belfast BT2 8GA 

We accept call through Relay UK. 

If you require a video call please email or text to arrange. 

Questions about deaf issues, 
hearing loss or tinnitus? 
Contact: 



THAN
K 

YOU 

RNID is the trading name of The Royal National Institute for Deaf People. 
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